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CHAPTER II
ORAL INTERVIEW
Shirley:

We are interviewing Ruth Ann Conard who taught
in a one-room schoolhouse for approximately
twenty years , and then taught in an elementary
school for another twenty years.
This interview
is taking place in Miss Conard's home in Ransom,
Kansas, where she lives with her sister,
Ruth Ann
you had told me previously that you taught at
several one-room schoolhouses .
Could you tell me
how many and give me their names?

Ruth Ann:

Fairview was the first one .
I think it was six .
Then Nirvan_a, Ashgrove, Centralia, Cyrus, and
I mean Columbia and then Cyrus.

Shirley:

Ok ,

Ruth Ann:

No, Columbia was in Trego.
Just across, a
little ways across the Ness County line.

Shirley:

Ok .
About how close together were the schools
located back in those days? Like about every how
many miles?

Were they all in Ness County?

Ruth Ann: We l l , ! think there was about three or four miles -usua l ly , maybe , ..
Shirley :

So most of the kids didn't travel mo r e
or four miles to ge t to school?

Ruth Ann:

No .

Shirley:

What subjects we r e studied?
papers that you sho wed me?

(pause)

then three

Oh,

on those

Ruth Ann: Yes .
Those papers .
Reading definitely and math .
reading, writing, and 'rithmetic .
Shirley:

Yea .

(laughed)

Ruth Ann:

But there was agriculture, civics , u. s. history ,
time they got in the upper grades. But in the
lo wer grades there's reading , 'rithme t ic , wri t ing .
Spelling began about second grade, sometimes they
would have it in the first , usually about the
second and then physiology and I think I named
agriculture, Kansas history, geography.

Shirley :

Did a, did you teach the ag r icultu r e
boys and the gi r ls?

to both the
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Ruth Ann:

Yes it was

just a

Shirley :

Did you have any kind of home ec .

Ruth Ann :

No.
Not in the country schools. Though, in the
one country school we did have hot lunches part
of the time.
But we didn't have a very big
enrollment , and then most of them we could fix
stuff on the stove, maybe, and heat it up .
And
then after electricity came there at Cyrus, why we
had hot plates that way we could warm up the kids'
lunches-if ~hey wanted to.

Shirley:

Did quite a
Or did

Ruth Ann:

Oh, they kinda liked to,
But there at Columbia
we had a regular hot lunch program and we got
some commodities from the government, and the
parents sent milk, took turns sending milk for
us and whenever they butchered or something they
would send stuff or maybe special treat once in a
while.

Shirley:

That would be interesting.
So did you take.,.then
when you had this hot lunch program, did the kids
take turns preparing the meals for everybody, or
was it kinda up to you?

Ruth Ann:

It had
meals,

Shirley:

Yea .
So, that you were not only the teacher but
you had to be the cook ..•

few of

to be,
but ..•

textbook. Just a cover book.
classes then?

them bring stuff to warm up?

you know we didn't have great big

Ruth Ann : Teacher,

janitor and cook and

that kind of stuff.

Shirley:

What was

the length of the school day?

Ruth Ann:

It started, supposedly at nine o'clock.
But a lot
of times kids were there by seven because if their
folks went to work it was out in the country and
the teacher didn't object , and I never, so , sometimes it was quite early and i t was suppose to be
out at four, sometimes kids had to be picked up by
their parents, so it might be five or six.
Anyway
the teacher just stayed t i l l •• •
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Shirley:

Everybody was gone .
Did you go ahead and
do school type work then like when the kids came
early at seven or ~id, what did they do then?

Ruth Ann:

Oh no! No, no .
could read, or

Shirley:

But,

Ruth Ann:

Yes.
Or if enough of them got there, we played
outsid& if it was decent weather,
So, we had
them all,

Shirley:

How long was the school year? About how
many days did you have school?

Ruth Ann:

A hundred fifty five for sure, and it was counted
like a hundred and sixty.
Eight months.
At when
I started in it was eight months.
When I started
teaching but before that had been seven month
schools, maybe (unclear) then that.

Shirley:

So, then did you sometimes not have school on
account of bad weather or . . ,

Ruth Ann:

Well, yes, we didn't have school on account of
bad weather sometimes and we were allowed five
days for holidays and teachers meetings .
The
state teachers meetings.
It was two days and we
were allowed those two days off , then Christmas
and Thanksgiving , and New Years.

Shirley :

So did you figure in some bad days when you were
setting up your schedule or did you just go t i l l
you had •.•

Ruth Ann:

No ,
They may have plans and maybe they (unclear)
would after school for an hour or something to
some of them.
Sometimes they did, so we would get
the number of hours in .
They were more lenient
then .

Shirley:

Yea , now you have to have everything down in
writing before' you ever start out,
(laughed)
So, that pretty much stayed the same then the
whole time you were teaching in the country
school?

Ruth Ann:

Yes,

Shirley:

What teaching methods were used?
teaching methods?

That was they could play,
that was fun time.

they

you kinda supervised them more or less?

it stayed quite a bit the same, yes .
What kind of
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Ruth Ann:

Textbooks , mainly. And according to the course
of study and of course you could try to put in
other stuff, that you wanted to, but try to make
i t more interesting ,

Shirley:

Ok.
Like course studies you mean like what you
w~re showing me th~ b oks the state sent out?
(interrupted)

Ruth Ann:

Yes, like the state sent out ,
And they told
what subjects and where you should be at the end
of each· month and all that sort of stuff, and
teachers tried to do it!
Maybe they had a hard
time, but they tried to keep up with the course
of studies as they called it.

Shirley:

What happened if you got behind and you know you
didn't get it quite all covered or something?

Ruth Ann:

Well, I guess you probably be just behind .
(laughed)
At the end of the term you know , you
had to supposedly be through every text book .
And that seemed to be the important thing , get
through those books.

Shirley:

And thats
then?

Ruth Ann:

Yes .

Shirley:

Did the state provide you with any
or the school district , or . . •

Ruth Ann :

Well, like I said , the course of study and those
sometimes little helpful booklets, but that was
from the state.
But , otherwise in those days the
teacher furnished a lot of her own materials .

Shirley :

What

probably about all you had

It was a

sort

of

took plenty of

time

to do

time .

things were furnished

teaching aids,

for you?

Like

a •••

Ruth Ann:

There were very few library books .
There were
usually some , and there was usually a dictionary,
and wall maps , they had them on the wall you know ,
and they could'pull those down and maybe a globe.
But, they didn ' t even have pencil sharpeners when
I started in!
The boys brought their knives to
school and sharpened all the kids little pencils.
(laughed)

Shirley :

How about how many maps did you have?

Ruth Ann :

Well , I think was usually a half a dozen,
set of maps .

to that
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Shirley:

Did

they cover

the world ,

or the state or . , .

Ruth Ann:

There was a world one , and North America ,
America, more like the common ones .

Shirley:

So, did you spend quite a bit of time studying,
you know, other countries and other continents,
or was it Just geography (interrupted) more just
geography then?

Ruth Ann:

We didn't have time, except maybe on a Friday
afternoons the last hour of the day, we usually
had special stuff on that, and sometimes it would
be a geography match and the kids would choose
sides and then try to find the places that a, was
given .
Sometimes one kid would give it and sec
how fast they could find it or sometimes the
teacher would give it and see which of the two
could find it the fastest.
That kind of stuff .

Shirley:

I bet
that!

Ruth Ann:

They did.
They looked forward to Friday afternoons when they have maybe geography or math, or
'rithmetic match or spelling match, or things that
way.

Shirley :

Did the school district then provide you with any,
anything, or those p r ovided by the state , your
maps and things provided by the state or was that
part of the school district?

Ruth Ann:

By the school district and at one time, in order
to be classified you know , a certain class, you
were suppose to have two pictures , and usually
one of them was George Washington .

Shirley:

(laughed)

Ruth Ann :

Usually the communitx would have a pie box supper,
you know, and they would take the proceeds from
that to buy things for school.
Library books, or
pictures , or something that way .

Shirley:

Did

Ruth Ann :

Yea, they provided the chalk.

Shirley:

Did you have , .•

the kids really enjoyed doing

things

they provide you with like chalk ,

Ruth Ann: And we had slate chalkboards usually,

South

like

and a .. •

not always .
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Shirley:

What about paper?
Did they provide any paper or
were the kids suppose to bring their own?

Ruth Ann:

The kids were suppose to bring
old Big Chief tablets,

their own.

And then, the same with the tExtbooks?
student provide their own textbook?

Those

Did each

Ruth Ann:

Each student had
them printed and
state ,

to buy their own.
The state had
they were stated out all over the

Shirley:

So, each school had
the state?

Ruth Ann:

Yes, all over the state,
So, then each kid had to
buy their own, and naturally as long as they
didn't change books, why they got a lot of hand me
down books.

Shirley :

Right ,

Ruth Ann:

I

Shirley:

Were they, most of
back or . . ,

Ruth Ann:

Yes,

Shirley:

Hardback,
So,
curriculum?

Ruth Ann:

I think it was around every five years, and some times they would readopt the one they had ,
But ,
I know
I think it was about every five years .
when I s t arted teaching, we were using the
Searson & Martin Readers, and then a, the next
adoption was a , the Bobbs Merrill, (pause) and I
think that covered several years then .
Then we
got those Scott Foresman ones, before I got
through ,

Shirley:

Yea , Scott Foresman used a lot today ,
That was
Dick and Jane .
I know the man from Houghton &
Mifflin and that is what we adopted for this next
year, but he was telling us that Houghton &
Mifflin were the Jack and Janet thing that I remembered reading , and I don't know how long those
had been around ,

the same

About how much does a

just don't remember .

textbooks all over

textbook cost?

I wouldn't remember that,

them hardback or some paper-

they were hardback ,
how often did

the state change

the
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Ruth Ann: Well, they vary.
But, I know I had, I think
those in grade school up here, I don't think
those out in the country .

I had
I got

Shirley:

So , they came later:
OK,
Were you expected to
provide any special classes or anything like, now
we have Title I Reading, and Special Education and
(interrupted)

Ruth Ann :

No, we didn't
was it,

Shirley:

And were you expected to make special exceptions
for any of the kids, who had an exceptional child
or, anything?

Ruth Ann:

I

Shirley:

It wasn't anything you said you had
thing?

Ruth Ann:

No.

Shirley:

It was

think

the

have anything

teacher

just did

that way.

it,

The teacher

automatically.
to or any -

just . . .

Ruth Ann: They were just all kids were suppose to go to
school between the ages of seven and sixteen,
or I suppose if they were real physically or
mentally disabled they didn ' t have to go.
But
a, the teacher just took them as they came.
Tried to get them through so much at once.
Shirley:

(laughed)
I think this was on that sheet of
paper you showed me to, but kinda of what order,
were you lessons taught in?
Were they ..•

Ruth Ann:

That varied to.
But, I usually started reading
in the first, well my, I just about know what
my nine o'clock was when we began school, and we
usually had a what you call opening exercise,
Either once or I don't know whether it was a week
or once a month, we'd have what we called a memory
gyms , and each child was suppose to say a little
rhyme , that they had learned .
Sometimes the same
rhyme was said, you know, and a we'd usually
sta rted with the flag salute and the one verse of
America, then a, the teacher read a story or a
chapter out of the book, maybe the chapter was
a little long, but so maybe mix that opening
exercise vary , but it was suppose to run around
ten to fifteen minutes.
Then recess was at ten
thirty, and in between that time was mostly
reading .
There was a , maybe we could fit in some
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thing else, like writing, or something .
Some of
them could be doing something else, you know,
while you were having reading classes, cause with
eight grades, you didn't have time to have them
nll do the same thing, ·anyway, but maybe, some of
them could do their writing or study on th ir
othtr ;tuff, and then all those subjects that you
could find out that we had to have,
Maybe we
didn't have to have agriculture, in grade school,
It may have been another we didn't have to have.
l wish I had one of those old things, so J coul ◄"
t e 11 yo but , I can ' t t c 11 you or sure .
And then,
some of those that was more, well the kids, were
getting tired be~ore noon, that seemed like their
tiredness trick, so I tried to put in something
that wasen't so hard then.
~riting, something
that way and then right afternoon , we had another
opening exercise, read a little bit, and that, and
then a it lasted till two thirty , and that was
usually math and maybe your geography and history
and your stuff you could get worked in, you just
had to shovel them around the best you could , and
then sometimes , then the state agreed that you
could combine classes, so then , a, sometimes they
would teach like history , in fifth and sixth
grades, and then geography , well maybe , sixth
grade would have a maybe fifth and sixth had it
one year history , and the n ext year they had the
geography ,
They would let them combine, . .
6

Shirley :

And that was left up to you , which you taught?

Ruth Ann: Well the state recommend~d which ones you com bined.
Shirley :

So , if the student moved to another school, why he
would get geography in your school in fifth grade ,
then that meant he would get history in the other
school the next year?

Ruth Ann: It was more or less state recommended .
We didn't
have social studies then, we had (interrupted)
textbook stuff, but they did before I got th r ough
country school , we were having social studies ,
combining those , you know , history , geography,
and together calling it social studies,
Shirley :

Were you able to let the older kids teach things
to the younger kids , or t h e more capable ones
teach the others?
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Ruth Ann: Definitley , they had to help,
Because little kids
definitley need a lot of practice in reading, and
the teacher definitley couldn't just let them have
all the time they wa~ted , so the olde r kids while
they got their assignments done , would ~ometimes
hear the little kids read, and hLlp th~ m , maybe
with som~ of thei r ,ath and stuff , or show them
math flash ca rd drills an d s tu ff that way to .
You
lea rned to co n cen trate because yo u didn't
pay
attention to wh at the others were doing, you had
to pay attention to wh at some bunch was doing.
Shirley:

Right .

Was no is e a problem then, sometimes?

Ruth Ann:

It didn't seem to be ,
Seemed like you could have
them off in different co rn ers and it didn't seem
to bother the others.

Shirley :

But, it was probably noi sy at times?

Ruth Ann: Oh, natur al ly!
Shirley:

Yea.

Ruth Ann: Couldn ' t
Shirley:

have that many talking, and not be .

Yea! (laughed) About how much time then did you
spend with each different class?

Ruth An n : That varied too.
When you fixed out your
program, you probably figured
it out carefully
to the right minute, but it didn't always work
out that way. Cause you just didn't have , well
a now for instance, if you introduced a new
math problem, a new way of work, math problem,
you had to have a little longer then you did
when you just had them come up and have one or
two put them on the board, to see if they knew
how to work them.
It took a longer and maybe
some days , kids would be working their math or
something and that way in their t able ts, and a,
you didn't have to have class for that class that
day.
We got around it,
Shirley:

So , you a, probably changed, didn't have a set
schedule or lesson plans everything?

Ruth Ann: No.
If they needed help, you had to take time
out to give them help, and when they were studying
their reading, you had to tell them what words
were, you know that they didn't know.
But, I
found it easier, now some teachers would just
have them spell it to them, but I found it easier
for them t o just come up and show me the word and

go back to the seat .
It didn't cause so much , I
would have to stop and listen and then maybe then
I wouldn't understand, you know just what they
spelled out.
So, .I thought it was more interruption then the other way .
Shirley:

Yea,
Did you ever have the opportunity to go and
observe other teachers , for thair, to see how they
worked things to get ideas from them?

Ruth Ann: Not while I was teaching in country schools, unless it was just a, we didn't have school some day
and someone else did.
But , in a , grade school up
here, they let us have one or two times to go
observe.
Shirley :

So, basically, then when you first started
teaching you were just what ever you remembered
your teachers doing and trial and error?

Ruth Ann: Yea and I was lucky I had gone to a country school
nearly all my life, and so it wasen't as new to
me as it would have been if I would have went to
town school all my life .
Shirley :

Yea.
Were competency tests or grade level
tests taken before you could be promoted?

Ruth Ann : No .
Just a , it was a I guess you wo u ldn ' t call
them competency tests , those bimonthly exams that
came every other month , and a , the teachers
opinion what passed the kids or not .
They figured
them.
Shi r ley :

Do you think they retained more kids back then
than they do now?

Ruth Ann : They probably did , and
to many.
Like I said ,
eight years .
You know
hearing the other kids
Shirley:

I don ' t think we retained
they got first grade
, the kids got a lot from
recite too .

Because they got a double dose of it and if it
was something they hadn ' t picked up before they
got it again .

Ruth Ann: They got it again .
Shirley :

Well , that would make sense .
You mentioned something about you had some books, about how many
books did you have in your library?

Ruth Ann:

I don't know.
more .

They had a box and (unclear) buy
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Shirley:

Did you get
Or did . . .

Ruth Ann:

Yes, they let us help pick them out.
(pause)
And l have a picture, one of my prized possessions
now, that a, was bought the first year l taught,
over there at Fairview.
They had a box supper
and we had to have two pictures, we had one of
Washington and we probably had one of Lincoln,
but I particularly liked that picture "Can't
You Talk," and so, we bought that for the school .
Well, when Fairview closed, they let us take the
stuff from Fairview, the library stuff over to
Cyrus, and so that picture went to Cyrus, and
then when Cyrus closed we brought the stuff back
to the grade school, that picture went in the
first grade room, (laughed) and when I retired
the, I had made some remark, I thought I would
swipe that picture, it meant a lot to me, here
they gave it to me.

Shirley:

Well,

that was nice!

Ruth Ann:

So,

have it.

Shirley:

What exactly does

Ruth Ann:

It shows a little girl and a dog together , and
looking like they neither one of them really
could talk, but that ' s the name of it, "Can ' t
You Talk?"

Shirley:

That's interesting.

Ruth Ann:

Sometimes they would buy a game or two for
the kids , but there wasen't much .
We had
to make our own games .

Shirley:

Did you spend, did you make games, teacher made
games? (interrupted) or did you have the kids
make games?

Ruth Ann:

They played on the chalkboard.
I said the chalkboard was the best learning thing they had,
They
played on the chalkboard and they played a, tic
tac toe, and going to town, they called that ,

Shirley:

How did you play going to

I

to pick out

the books

they bought?

the picture show?

town?

Ruth Ann: You fixed two columns, of, oh little boxes and
then you a held your chalk in one hand or the
other, and held it out and whoever was playing
with you was to see which hand it was , if they got
the chalk, they got to put a mark in their square,
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and back and forth and see who could get all the
way back up and back down again , first.
Then they
played some dot games too, where you see who could
go f 1 rs t , and then of. course they played more
tctive gd~es on rainy d ys inside, (pause) rEcessLa .
Shirley:

Did you have some playground equipment?

Ruth Ann: By the time l got to teaching over at Fairview,
they had a giant slide and a merry-go-round.
They
had put the giant slide in when I was in 5ixth
grade over there, (laughed) and then a, someone
came around selling merry-go-rounds, and they
traded the giant slide in on it.
Well, it was
put down so well, they just let them keep the
giant slide , and so when it closed and moved the
stuff over to Cyrus, why the boys from the Cyrus
upper grades, the school board told them yea they
could if they wanted, they went over and they got
that out, and they got that merry-go-round out,
and they put them up at Cyrus, and then they were
moved back to Ransom then when Cyrus was closed.
Shirley :

That ' s interesting .
So, then the same , do you
think the same giant slides and the merry-go rounds are (interrupted)

Ruth Ann : It got pretty dilapidated looking , the swings and
stuff , so I don ' t know whether they even have got
it up there or not.
Shirley:

There's a giant slide up there.

Ruth Ann: Well, that ' s probably it !
Shirley:

I know the kids really enjoy it .
a lot .

They play on in

Ruth Ann: But, I don't know if they cut if off, it was still
pretty long pole or what , it didn ' t seem like it
was quite as tall when they moved it in then .
Shirley :

What kind of atmosphere you would say your classroom had?
Were you real strict, or?

Ruth Ann: Not met

(laughed)

Shirley:

(laughed)

I didn ' t

think so!

Ruth Ann:

It was more of a home , a family atmosphere ,
really.
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Shirley:

What were some of your rules or ways that you
taught when you first started that probably
changed when you quit teaching?

Ruth Ann:

I know I made a lot of mistakes all the way
through, so I don't really remember what rules
and things I had.
Now I never objected to
chewing gum, because a, it was so hard tor them
to ever get any, and they never had it more than
once a week,

Shirley:

(laughed)

0

Ruth Ann : So, that wasn't any problem .
Shirley:

Well, I know you ended up teaching then, like
kindergarten, was that a lot a

Ruth Ann: It was quite a lot like rural school.
You know,
I mean a there was more freedom, more closeness,
or something.
Shirley:

A, what were some of the special observances that
you had in your school?
Like, did you have
Christmas prgrams ?

Ruth Ann: We always had a Christmas program , and we had
Frances Willard Day program, because that was a
state law then.
Shirley:

And what did you do for Frances Willard Day?

Ruth Ann : The kids recited little poems or read stories,
something, nothing elaborate, but Christmas
we usually went all out and then the last day
of school, they nearly always had another program, and then, a basket dinner and the men
would play horseshoe , or baseball, and the women
would do the visiting .
Shirley:

So, the last day of school program, did you sing
songs that you had learned?

Ruth Ann: Just, yes , songs and recitations and little plays,
and stuff that way .
Like at Christmas but at
different time of year .
Shirley:

Yea.
Who was Frances Willard and why was that
celebrated?

Ruth Ann: She was a, one of the first ones for the (unclear) and a, so it was state adopted , the
twenty second , twenty eighth day of September,
was to be observed, or the nearest school day
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for the, last, or for at least a quarter of the
day, and a health, you studied health more tnen
other stuff, you know, for that.
Cause it was
against liquor and stuff that way.
Shirley:

And so , that was the help to educate the students
against alcohol,
You said on the Christmas programs you went all out.
Did you make costumes,
and have plays?

Ruth Ann:

Sometimes they did, but they, sometimes they
would dress up you know, they had dialogues, and
they had recitations and had songs,
Depending
on the ability of the children.

Shirley :

Did you have a graduation exercise then?

Ruth Ann: The graduation would have to be at Ness.
Now in
the seventh and eighth grade , they had to have
the exams you know, to see if they would go on
or not, and in the graduation exercises was county
wide, from the rural .. .
Shirley :

So, all the different country schools sent their,
they all went to Ness County?

Ruth Ann: They all went to to Ness to the county seat to
graduate .
Shirley:

What was the ceremony like?

Ruth Ann: What?
Shirley:

What was the ceremony like then?

Ruth Ann: Oh, about like any other ones .
They would have a
short program, and maybe a talk and it wasn't
to elaborate .
Shirley:

Did they get some type of certificate then?

Ruth Ann

The last year we had school at Cyrus, we didn't
have an eighth grade, and a, that was the last
year I think they were going to have eighth grade
graduation of the county, for the county , for the
rural schools, so (unclear) Cole invited us to
come with our little rhythm band (laughed) to play
that day . I just had up to the seventh grade , I
had seventh grade that year , but I didn't have any
eighth grade so , she invited us to play, since
it was going to be our last year at Cyrus, and it
was going to be the last year they were going to
have county wide graduation .

ihirley:
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So, what did you rhythm banq play?
ber?

Do you remem-

luth Ann: Oh, they a, I don't rememb..::r all of them, they
played several songs, of course we didn ' t have
but , six pupils I think it was.
But , Dorothy
(unclear) could play the accordion , Gwynlin played
the guitar and then, a I had an autoharp, and I
don't remember which one played it, and a ukulele
and then the drums.

ihirley:

So, did you play an instrument with them?

tuthAnn:

No .

ihirley :

Do you play an instrument?

luth Ann: No ,

;hirley:

OK,

luth Ann : No , I didn ' t play, but they go t along r eal nice ly,
they had a nice band , a, Dorothy could play by
ear , and so the others just had to kind a cor d a long with her accordion, and they sang with it .

;hirley :

That's interesting .
Did you have music , di d you
teach music about every day , o r just when eve r you
had time ?

luth Ann: No , we just sang sometimes ,
music teacher .

;hirley:

but a ,

I wasn't the

(laughed) Do you have any idea when any of the
school houses that you worked in were built?

luth Ann : No , but those a, all of them had been there quite
awhile when I started teaching .
I know , Fairview ,
for instance , where I started teaching , a , that
one had been there for a long time.
Johnny
Petty had gone there to school, Charlie Scott,
and a lot of em .

;hirley :

Did you , a, ever teach in the same school that
you went to school in?

lu t h Ann : I went to school the r e at Fairview from third
g r ade till through eighth, and that was my first
term .

:hir l ey :

And then you t u r ned a r ound as soon as yo u g r aduated from eighth g r ade , and taug h t t here ?
At
Fai r view?
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Ruth Ann: No , I had gradua t ed from high school , I had to
go to high school .
Shirley:

Oh, you had to go to high school before you could
t ach .
I see . ·so, then after you got out of high
school you ~Lnt back to Fairview and that was the
same school that you had gone to .
Did you have
any of your brothers and sisters then in your
classes?

Ruth Ann:

l had Ina , my youngest sister, but a, Mom knew
thnt Willard would be to ornery so they sent him
to junior high!

Shirley :

You said, you also went to school at Cyrus , and
you taught there too eventually then right?

Ruth Ann : Just one, I just went one , when I was in the
second grade to Cyrus , that I taught there .
Shirley :

And then what yea r did you sta r t
elementa r y?

teaching at the

Ruth Ann : I began in the fall of thi r ty , ( pause) n i neteen
thirty and then , a we n t to town in nine t ee n fifty
th r ee , I had go t in , t wenty yea r s in t h e r e , that
I missed out t wo or t hree , bu t I go t tw enty years
in country , ru r al schools , one r oom , r u r al
schools , cause at the r e at Cyrus the fi r st three
of the se v en years I taug h t the r e , I t h ink it was
three , a , it was a t wo teache r school a nd then
some of them wanted to go junio r high and put the
en r ollment do wn , so I got them all .
Shirley :

What , how come you changed and taught at several
diffe r ent schools?
Did yo u move on to a diffe r ent
school because the o t he r o n e was closing?

Ruth Ann: A, sometimes, but usually , back when I started
teaching , about t wo years ago t h ey (unclea r ) ,
Shirley:

And then you had to go to a different school?

Ruth Ann : Yea, and then, sometimes it was because the school
closed, and I don ' t know , other times I don ' t why
the reason was, there was plenty of teache r s ,
there was a surplus of teachers , (pause) and then
when I got over to Cyrus, I taugh t there , I don ' t
mean Cyrus, Columbia, I taught there seven years ,
but , came to Cy ru s and taught the r e seven years ,
but the othe r s were t wo or one.

Shirley:

Did you like moving around and having different
kids all the time, or did you like staying longer
time at the school?

Ruth Ann: Well, I liked it both woys, but I said that, I
didn't think it was fair to the kids having the
same teacher so long thot I was at those two
seven years.
I had a, two pupils for seven years
( laughed ) and 1 t wo s the only teach e r they eve r
had, and n, l said I didn't know if it was fair to
them, and I worried ,bout them, but teachers said
they got along all right, and they had good enough
background, but you know , a, diiterent teachers
stressed different things, and a, so I was nfraid
maybe that I left out something I should have
taught thco, and I couldn't blame the teacher before me if they didn't (interrupted) you know, you
just taught two years, and went to a different
school , you could say , the teacher last year
d id n ' t teach th em that , we 11 , I knew the teach e r
last year pretended to teach them, but they didn't
have it all.
Shirley:

(laughed) Well, now you know you get kids from
the previous year, and they don't know this or
they don't know that, and you know they should
know it, it makes you wonder why they don't, I'm
sure .

Ruth Ann: Well, it doesn't take them long to review it,
though.
Shirley:

I'm sure where you were teaching the same group
over and over you knew they should know it and it
would even be more frustrating.

Ruth Ann: It was.
That's what I told them, I couldn't blame
last year's teacher!
Shirley:

(laughed) What materials were used to build the
school houses that you taught in?

Ruth Ann: Most of them were lumber, and then,
by Ness was cement blocks.
Shirley:

And, do you have any idea where they got the
lumber? The lumber had to be all shipped in,
probably?

Ruth Ann: I don't know where they got it.
lumber like the houses.
Shirley:

thot one down

it was regular

What type of a heating did you have?
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Ruth Ann: Oh, pot belly stoves! (laughed)
Use to be the old
heating stove, and it usually , they had coal for
1t •

Shirley:

And then did some of the

Ruth Ann: Some of the later ones had oil but,
i t •
Shirhy:

I taught with

Uid some of the men i n the district then, always
pick up coal and bring it to the school and stuff?

Ruth Ann: They usually brought a load of coal, and put in
the coal house.
They had a coal house usually .
Shirley:

Just a separate building?

Ruth Ann: A little butlding and a, they sometimes would
bring some k_ndling, a load of cobs, or maybe,
in one school they brought lathe and you weren't
to use a lot of lathe, you were just to break up
one lathe for a heating, and then I didn't mind,
and it made very good kindling, the kids and I,
gathered up sunflowers, used for kindling.
They
made a quick fire.
Shirley:

So, were you always in charge of starting the
fire?

Ruth Ann : I always was .
Some teachers would hire one of
the older boys to come and do janitor work, but
I did my own .
Maybe, it wasn't as good as it
should have been lots of times, but a, yea it was
expected, and most of the times it went with your
salary, but over at Cy r us they paid us five dollars a month then, for janitor work.
Shirley:

In addition to your teacher work , you got five
dollars?

Ruth Ann: Yes .
Imagine,
janitor .
Shirley:

five dollars a month ,

for being

What kind of lighting did the schools have?

Ruth Ann : They didn't until electricity came in , and that
was when I was over at Cyrus , we got R,E.A ., but
they, or if they had a program they brought in
their gas lanterns or something, but as far as
the school , they didn't have any lights , except
for natural light .
They had windows on both
sides, which was cross lighting, and they didn ' t
approve of that .
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Shirley:

You didn't have any oil lamps or anything like
that?

Ryth Ann: No .
0

Shirley:

What type of restroom facilitie5 did you have?

Ruth Ann: We had the little house out back, one for boys,
and one for girls .
Shirley:

When l talk to other people, they al~ays have
stories to tell about the outhouses, or did that
always create problems?

Ruth Ann:

Sometimes it did, but a, they usually had one off
one way, and onL off the other, and then they
usually had a, oh, a board fence in front of it,
you know , so you couldn ' t see right in the aoor,
in case someone forgot and left the door open.

Shirley:

Did you have a bell?

Ruth Ann: Just a hand bell.
Shirley:

That you could ca rry out and ring?

Ruth Ann: Un huh.
Shirley:

How did the school get its water?

Ruth Ann: Some of them had well, some of them ,
to haul up .
Shirley:

the folks had

You mean, you had some sort of storage tank that
they put it in?

Ruth Ann: Well, at Columbia, they hauled it in cream cans ,
and part of the time , I hauled it myself, but a ,
at Fairview, they had their own well , and then a ,
at Cyrus, they had dug a, it wasn't a well, but
they had dug a hole , and cemented it up good , and
then they would haul a tank of water from Ransom,
water supply and put it in there, and about time
school started, and when it got low, they would
get a new tank full .
Shirley:

So ,

then did it have a hand pump?

Ruth Ann: Yea , I believe it did , of course Fairview's well
had, and it is still out there.
Shirley:

Oh really!

Do you know if the well still work s?
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Ruth Ann: I doubt it, but it is there at that corner where
Virgil Simpson ' s has his (unclear) but, the old
pumps there, and I don't even know if it had a
handle on it anymore or not .
~hat was the significance
Or' how did the schools come

Shirley:

That's interesting.
of the school name?
by the ir names?

Ruth Ann:

I don't know.
1 don't know if Cyrus was namc.d
after Cyrus Town or not, and as far as Fairview,
(interrupted) but Columbia you know, I don't
know how they got their name-

Shirley:

Who was in charge of the upkeep of the building?
Like painting i t and roofing it?

Ruth Ann: The schoolboard hirtad someone to do that, to clean
it each spring, I mean each fall before scnool
start~d, and any repairs and stuff the schoolboard
had to see of that, they hired someone.
Shirley:

together and did
So, it wasen't the community got
it? They hired someone?

Ruth Ann: No .
Shirley:

Not by the time I was teaching .

What special events happened at the school?

Ruth Ann : Oh , I don't know!
Shirley:

It kinda goes back with the special things we
talked about .

Ruth Ann : Yea .
Shirley :

Were the r e any physical changes that occured at
the school house , during the years you taught
the r e?
Like did they make additions?

Ruth Ann: Well , not necessary while I was teaching there,
but they put on these little annex , for cloak
rooms , some of them put , added those , and then a ,
at one school, they moved from (unclear) over to
Cyrus, so they would have t wo schools there , they
had boarded up the north windows .
Shirley :

What was the purpose of boarding up the north
windows?

Ruth Ann: Well, one thing, was the heating , and the other ,
about that time, they were talking about how
awful it was to have cross lighting .
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Shirley:

You mentioned that ear li er .
like c r oss lighting?

Why didn't anyone

Ruth Ann:

It came in two ways,
kids' eyes .

Shirley:

That was something from the state, the state was
saying it was hard on their eyes?

they said it was hard on the

Ruth Ann: And so , some schools boarded up the north side ,
because that was the coldest side, that was the
one they usually boarded up, if they boarded up
one.
Shirley :

Were there any other kind of physical problems
with the building, besides the fact that the north
side was cold?

Ruth Ann: Noc particular, just like homes today,
weren't insulated.
Shirley:

they

How large was your chalkboards?

Ruth Ann : Oh, they were, they must have been three by four
anyway . They would put them in some schools, they
had them clear across both ends .
Not the window
end.
Shirley:

But,

the other ends.

Ruth Ann : And then sometimes they had an extra one , at the
ends for the windows, so the windows didn't go
clear out too.
We had quite a lot of chalkboard.
Shirley:

And you probably used quite a bit too.
Do you
know what happened to any of the schoolhouses?

Ruth Ann:

I know that one is used from Columbia, is used as
a granary, but the others they sold them , and
people moved them away and I don't know where they
went, that one was moved , that's over there as a
granary, but it was just moved about a mile away.

Shirley:

The others were moved totally away or torn down?

Ruth Ann:

Farther away, or else I don't know if they just
tore them down to move them, or not.

Shirley :

You don't know anything about the one that you
said was made out of cement?

Ruth Ann:

No, I don't know if it's still out there, or not.
It was in, west there, a west and a little north
of Ness City.
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Shirley :

What happened to t he equipmt!nt and the slides
after the schools were closed?

Ruth Ann : Sometimes they sold them. (pause)
I know , sometimes they put them in a scnool they consolidated
with.
You see, Fairview had closed , but it still
was in the s a m~ district, the Ransom district and
so, it went to Cyrus and then when Cyrus closed,
it went into Ransom, and Columbia, I think most of
it got stolen.
Shirley:

(laughed)
Just left and nothing was done with it,
so it was stolen?

Ruth Ann : Yes, just left in there, until it was to late . Because I wanted to buy the books and a , they nearly
all had been stolen, so I could get them.
Quite a
bit of stuff like that disappeared out of the
schools .
Some of it was my own property too .
Over there at Cyrus, too.
Shirley:

Kinda describe maybe, what your day was like be fore school started and after the school day was
over .

Ruth Ann:

I had to get up ea r ly and get ready to get there
ear l y , and then if I got home early enough, I did
a lot of my homework ,
Checking papers and stuff
tha t way .

Shirley :

Af t e r you got home?
About what time did you
usually get home in the evening?

Ruth Ann : That varied too .
Shirley :

Jus t depended when th e kids all left?

Ruth Ann : Just depended when t he kids all left.
Shirley :

And what t ime did you have to get up in order to
get to school?

Ruth Ann : I usually got up a r o u nd six , six thirty , and I
said that was the nice part of retirement , not
getting up early !
Shirley :

How fa r f r om the school did you live?

Ruth Ann: That varied too.
I think the farthest I lived
from school , was abou t t wo an a half miles , and a,
the folks that I board~d with , usually took us ,
though, it depended on , once in a long while we ' d
walk home , when the r oads were real bad , and part
of the time , we d r o v e the horses to a wagon , and I
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did the driving , and one mother thought I was the
best teacher that ever walked, cause I could drive
those horses,
Shirley:

Did you always live with some other family?

Ruth An n : ~o , not always.
A, when 1 taught at. Fairview,
a nd Ash Grove, I stayed h o me, and at Fairview l
'-alked, it was just 1 half a mile but at i\sh Grove
I drove my own car, and then when I was, part of
the time over at Cyrus, I was at home,
Most of
the timt-, but I stayed one or two years over
' here , but d the f o 1 ks moved over in that . .•
(unclear) so, then I just stayed with chem ,
Shirley:

So, you just stayed with them .
house of your own?

Ruth Ann:

No,

Shirley:

Did they charge you room then,
with someone?

Ruth Ann: Yes ,
Shirley:

if you were living

they charged one room .

About how much did t hey charge you?

Ruth Ann: Well , that va r ied too ,
ten dollars.
Shirley :

You never had a

About the cheapest was

A month?

Ruth Ann: Yes ,
The wages was fifty when I paid ten fo r room
and board, and then a, it came up a little bit , as
wages came up then .
It wasen't outlan d ish .
Shirley :

That included all your meals?

Ruth Ann: Not , I went home over the weekends , but it would
of , if I would have stayed , it would of co u nted
i t •

Shirley :

How are teaching ways or habits different now ,
than when you taught?

Ruth Ann:

I hate to even to try and get into that ,

Shirley :

Kinda a lot different,

Ruth Ann : Yes, they are, and they have so many , well there
a r en't the rural schools anymore , so when they go
to town they get all these extra things , like P . E .
and music , art and stuff that way , that if they
got it , the teacher just threw it in extra .
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Shirley:

Did you have some art?

Ruth Ann: The kids could draw if they wanted to free hand,
but, I didn't try to teach art either.
:ihirley:

The same ~ay with P,E.?
recess?

Ruth Ann:

It was just play and games at recesses, and I,
recess was our favorite tim,, you know, and I
enjoyed it just as much as the kids did, and I
didn't get fat as long as I taught in th~ rural
schools .

Shirley:

Worked if off at recess?

P.E. "·as just their

Ruth Ann: Yea.
I use to, sometimes I would read a story
while the kids ate their lunch, and then I'd just
have to gobble mine about in two bites, to get out
on the playground with them, but I found out t~ey
would do a better job eating their lunch, if I was
reading to them.
Shirley:

Didn't talk and create a disturbance,
had to listen?

Ruch Ann: No, and they didn't eat as fast .
the gobbling .
Shirle y :

But,

that they

I had to do

About how long did you have for lunch to eat?

Ruth Ann: That varied too,
I would say the kids probably
didn't take over fifteen, twenty minutes, cause
we had hour long noons then, but they were always
wanting to get out and get to playing and so, I
had to swallow mine, practically whole, but I
didn't take much.
Then I played hard, so I guess
that's why I didn't get fat.
Shirley :

How were the teachers expected to conduct themselves in the communities?
Like ethics and
morals,

Ruth Ann: They were suppose to be an example of good, and
when I first started teaching, there wasn't any
sp•cial regulations laid down, but a, teachers
weren't smoking then, women teachers, and they
frowned on a man teacher smoking even, and a, some
o( them didn't approve of dancing and dating, and
some wouldn't hire a married teacher for quite awhile, but it wasen't long before they were over
that .
But a before I started in, now it was beginning to be lenient, more lenient when I started
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in, but bctore that, some of them were real
strict.
They werbn't really when I <tarted in,
they we ren't that strict.
Shirley:

They were starting to be more open minded by nine teen thirty.
Did you ·ever do nny dating then,
while you were teaching?

Ruth Ann:

No,

Shirley:

You never did.

uth Ann:

Shirley:

:-Jo,

1 never .

Was that part of the reason?

they didn't .•.

Xo one frown don i t , it's just you didn 't.
\..'ere
you in charge of any extracurricular Activities?
Or did you have any extracurricular?

Ruth Ann: We didn't have any extra ones, course you had to
be in charge of your program, and stuff that way,
but that wasn't really, I guess in a way it's
extracurricular, but not what you would really
call . .•
Shirley:

And you didn't ever do anything wit h any of the
other schools, like have game days, or do things
together?

Ruth Ann: Well, yea, the schools would get together a lot of
times for a baseball game, but close schools, and
a, then when I was teaching over at Columbia, Columbia and Cyrus, got together a lot for literary
programs, both neighborhoods.
Shirley:

What did you do in a literary program?

Ruth Ann: They did what didn't we, but the kids would have a
part in it, and then they worked the adults in,
and it was plays, and recitations , readings, and
stuff that way worked in too, but got so that
people were coming from all around, and it wasn't
that big of a school building.
Shirley:

So, it was very popular th en with the community?

Ruth Ann: Yes, and they had to quit it, because it was just
about the time we got into the war, and they
couldn 't use gas and stuff, but people did enjoy
it •
Shirley:

Yea, and like you said you started teaching in
nineteen thirty, and that, we always think of the
Dirty Thirties, and everyone being very poor and
the depression.
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Ruth Ann:

Yes, and when we had
forties and fifties .

Shirley:

So,

Ruth Ann:

I don't know how come we got started on them, but
we had the kid that always put on some little
t h ing in the program,, and than got the adults
work e d in.

Shirle y :

Did

Ruch Ann:

They seemed

Shirley:

Did

Ruth Ann:

Well , I don't know how forward they were with
ideas, Vi was in on it , and she liked to organize you know, and a lot of times we'd just kinda
forced it on them, but they took it in stride ,
They seemed to enjou i t ,

Shirley:

Do you think like, "the thirties" and the Depression and everything, what kind of effect did
that have on the school system?

that was

that was

in the

later.

the adults

they

the lite r ary ,

enjoy being a part of

it?

to .

come

forward with ideas,

and

stuff?

Ruth Ann : Well , now when I started the Depression hadn't
hurt yet in thirty, but it, the dust storms hit
when I was down in Nirvana .
Shirley:

What year was

that?

Ruth Ann:

I don't remember, oh in thirty- five,
It wa s
coming in a way, the place that I stayed , he was
on the schoolboard and a , if Mom heard over the
telephone or radio, or something , or if he heard
that there was a dust storm on the way, he'd get
over there and get the kids all home and me home
whether it was four o ' clock or not, that was
closing time, supposedly closing time for the
kids , you kno w,
It was terrible those, and I know
wag es went down long in then too.

Shirley:

So, within a few years afte r when you started
teaching, you were making less money then?

Ruth Ann :

Yes.
I started teaching fo r ninety, and then I
taught for fifty for two years, and then forty five was the lowest I ever taught for , and that
was a month , and it was only eight months , so you
figure i t up .
Then it begin to gradually coming
up, and I don't remember what it was when I
finished there at Cyrus,
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Shirley:

Was like when you started at ninety dollars a
month, was that, did that seem like a lot of
money back then?

Ruth Ann: Well, it was pretty good, but then a, l didn't get
my salary raised the next year, and then I didn't
teach for a year or a year and a half, two years I
guess in there, and th.en when l went, i t was down
to fifty, then down to forty live, and they paid
the limit too, that back in forty five, because in
those days, they paid you a dollnr, to go to
teacher's meetings, and there was six teacher's
meetings, counting the state one, it was two days,
but the others were just four, county ones, and so
I was suppose to have six dollars coming to me,
and they could not pay me, until afterwards you
know, so I remember I took that six dollars, and
added a little bit to i t , and bought six chairs
for t:he kitchen.
Shirley:

Was it at your folks home,
chairs for the kitchen?

Ruth Ann:

(nodded)

Shirley :

So , did you help out when you were living with
your folks?
Did you help them out quite a lot?

Ruth Ann :

I didn ' t
out,

Shirley:

You helped out with food ,

Ruth Ann : What ever
Shirley:

Did

provide

for

that

you bought

room and board, but

and

things like

the

I

helped

that?

they needed .

they farm?

Ruth Ann : Yes, rented farmer, at that , and we were pretty
hard run.
The other kids, see I was the oldest ,
and the other kids needed stuff once in a while ,
and I help with things that way .
Shirley :

How many brothers

Ruth Ann: Two sisters and a

and sisters did you have?
brother .

Shirley:

So, there was four of you ,
wasn ' t a big, large family

So, that really
then, back then ,

Ruth Ann :

No,

poor.

Shirley:

Did you consider yourself
fa"lilies?

it wasn ' t,

but we were

poorer

then other
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Ruth Ann:

We d.!.dn't even think about it, because we had
plenty to eat , and a, we didn't go naked, we got
hand me downs an awful lot, but we didn't mind.

4;hirley:

Did you raise most of your own food ?

!1uth Ann :

Most of our own food, we had big gardens,
milked cows and had chickens.

S~irlt::y:

What

Rut h Ann :

Li k e s u g a r a n d f 1 o u r , a n d s t u f f
be fresh fruit once in awhile.

Shirley:

Was

Ruth Ann:

I think we could get it, oranges most of the time,
and apples,
Dad worked for Bill Farr and picked
apples, so we ' d have apples a lot of times .
He'd
pick on the shares , you know, and sometimes did
cherries that way too , picked on the shares.

Shirley :

Then you probably canned a

Ruth Ann :

Oh yea, Mom canned an awful lot .
anything that way .

Shirley:

Was

Ruth Ann:

Well, like I said , there was a big supply , and a ,
lot of them, two years ought to be the limit you
know, but they finally got over that , and they got
over this thing of not hiring married women too .

Shirley:

So, did that even increase the supply of teachers
more?
Once they decided that you could stay?

Ruth Ann:

You could get married?
I suppose it did, but I
don't know, but there was a surplus of teachers
back then,

Shirley:

Were there very many married women that stayed on ,
and continued to teach after they got married?

Ruth Ann:

Oh, I don't know, the ones I knew, were married
when they hired them finally .

Shirley:

Was that, married women working partly because of
the hard times?
If they needed the money?

Ruth Ann:

I don ' t think that was i t ,
why their reason was .

kind of

things did you buy in town?

fresh fruit

there a

and we

t ha t

available very often,

lot of

wa y ,

back

a nd

ma y -

then?

them?
Meat ,

vegtables ,

problem with teacher turnove r ?

maybe ,

but I don ' t

know
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Shirle.y:

Did more then one teacher ever work in any of
schools you ever taught in?

Ruth Ann:

Over the r e at Cyrus , they had two buildings , and I
had the lower four , and a, then difff. rent teachers
had the upper four , I think it was just three
years, I think three dltf e rent teachers in Lhat ,
and then a , some of them wanted to send their kids
to junior high, and if they s~nt them to junio r
high, ther e would n ' t be any more then the first
six grades , so they just closed the one building ,
and just had one school .

Shirley:

About how many kids did you have going to school
the r e , when you had two schools, two buildings ,
and two teachers?

Rut h Ann:

I j us t don ' t remember.
We each had the same the
first year, and 1 can ' t remember wh at it was, but
poor Marge Yhade had taught at i t the year be fore they divided i t th at wa y , and I think she had
thirty some, so they divided it , and I don't r emember how many we did have , and I don't think I
ever had, in rural schools, I don ' t think I eve r
reached twenty even.
It was usually around six teen, seventeen, and three one time .

Shirley :

You only had
were they?

Ruth Ann:

Eight ,

Shirley:

So, they were spread out.
teresting .

Ruth An n :

It really was.
We really got an awful lot done,
because I had a lot of time to work with each one,
individually ,

Shirley :

I'm sure they l ea rned a lot that way.
be a lot of things you couldn't do, I
games and things like that .

Ruth Ann:

Oh, you ' d be surprised, you ' d put on a , Christmas
program that wa s almost an hour long with three
kids .
But, they changed c l othes you know, and
took differ e nt parts, the eighth grade gi rl s , h ad
an awful lot to learn, but they did it!

Shirley:

Were

Ruth Ann:

No, a two of them was from the one family, a nd
the other from another, and the funny part of it

three students?

five and

What g rade

the

level,

two ,

they all out of

That would be in-

There would
suppose like

the same family?
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was, one of them was named Ruthie, one Ruth, and
I was Ruth Ann.
So, we told the other one, that
it was a shame she was Ruthie's sister, because
otherwise she could have been a Ruth.
Shirley:

So,

they were all girls?

Ruth Ann: Three girls.
Shirley:

So, was that about the time the school closed?

Ruth Ann:

It closed the next year.
That was the year they
couldn't pay me my teacher~ meeting money, until
later, nnd they closed that year.

Shirley:

Were t:here a principal for your school?

Ruth Ann: No .
Shirley:

Who was in charge, who was over you?

Ruth Ann : The teacher .
Shirley:

You were in charge?

Ruth Ann : Yea, and I suppose if something serious came up,
or something , the schoolboard could, and the
county superintendent of course .
Shirley :

How often , did they just come once a year?

Ruth Ann : At least once a year , and that was usually about
it, and they visted.
Shirley:

They come and stayed all day , and observed ?

Ruth Ann: No, they usually didn ' t stay that long . Maybe
just a quarter of a day or something, but they
would observe and offe r suggestions and things .
Shirley:

Did you have records and things you had to turn
in to the county superintendent?

Ruth Ann: Yes , and like that one example we had to have
a, monthly r eports.
Well, we kept a register that
stayed with the school, and then we had to send in
the r eports to the superintendent too.
Shirley :

What, what were you suppose to keep on you r
register?

Ruth Ann : The daily attendance and the grades .
Shirley :

For each six w~Lks or each month?
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Ruth Ann:

For each month.

Shirley:

What kind of evaluation system then was used for
the teachers?
Were teachers ever fired?

Ruth Ann: \·.'ell, 1 • t he schoolbonrd dc.:ided they needed
f i rt: d , 1 g u e ~ s they f L red t" em , bu t the s u p e r incend1.nt did most of thdt, the county superintendent ,
Shirley:

Was kind of in charge of the evaluating?

Ruth Ann:

Yes, but she didn't do the hiring und the
firing.

Shirley:

What mainly was the county's superintendent's
job?
What was the purpose of the county
superintendent?

Ruch Ann: Well, she kinda had to oversee all the schools
i n the co u n c y , and sh e vi s c e d a 1 1 of th em , sh e
or he, and a, the records were kept down there,
so people, had to see the exams and stuff that
way .
Shirley :

The end of the yea r exams were, didn't you say
they were graded by the county?

Ruth Ann : Seventh and eighth graders ,
ones that had to take them ,
Shirley:

What sort of discipline pro blems did you r un
into?

Ruth Ann : Oh ,
Shirley :

that was the only

I don ' t

know ,

I suppose just o r dina r y ones .

When that tape ended , we were talking about
di s cipline problems , and you were going to tell
me abo u t the boy t h at went off to cuss .

Ruth Ann : That is just what he would do, because he was
af r aid I wouldn ' t allow it ,
He didn ' t kno w he ' d
get caught anyway and then one time a family
moved in from the big city , and this boy was , if
he wasn't fifteen he would have been before school
was over.
Well , he was used to, he was one of
these gang kids, I think , but he brought tobacco
and the other bigger boys t r ied it o u t .
I te l l
you , it was funny .
One boy pushed the window up
and stuck his head out and vomited .
Pale!
l
could see he was getting sick , I could t ell , you
kno w, he just went deathly pale .
Shi r ley :

Did you kno w why?
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Ruth Ann: I had a good idea .
There was at least two more
involved, but they didn't g~t quite that sick, but
I didn't have any more problem with that!
Shirley:

It Just took care of itself.

Ruth Ann:

Because this older kid, I'm sure he hnd been in
the habit of doing things like 1:hat, Rnd it didn't
effect him at all, and then one time l had a kid
come to school drunk .
His grandpa always kept his
whiskey for his cough medicine , and the kids would
sample it, and the one who must have sa<11 1 ltd an
awful lot, he was drunk, "lnd I
ean drunk .
He
s t a g g e r e d , and he had to run to the b a th r o om ,
every little bit, and he ould hardly make it to
the bothrooc, and then he would just plop down and
sleep , and then he would have to get up and go to
the bathroom ab in, and it was funny .
1 didn't
have any more problem with that either and yet, I
didn't have to punish them.
It's so ridiculous.
If I hadn ' t thought it was so funny, l don ' t
suppose he'd have gotton away with it .

Shirley:

Did you ever have any kids that were just ornery,
just tried to bug you?

Ruth Ann : Yes, I had one that was quite a bit that way in
country school, but we managed to live through the
year .
Shirley:

Did you just have him the one year?

Ruth Ann: Yes , just one year .
He had just moved in , and
school had alr~ad started .
He had just lost his
mo t her and so I think part of it was that, but
the others in the family adjusted alright .
I
think I just had him one year, well, maybe 1 had
him two .
We finally got so we got along pretty
good ,
It seemed like he, well , he couldn't read,
except Kotex ads and stuff that way ,
He was a
fourth grader , but he should have been ,
He had
been retained, but we manaaged to get through and
we endei up pretty good friends at that .
Shirley :

Did you ever have anybody that you had to talk to
the pa r ents about?

Ruth Ann : I didn't .
Maybe I should have but I didn ' t, but
th~ parents was always back in those days they
didn ' t care and we were on friendly terms . the
parents and I and maybe we said something about
the kids, but you know, I didn't go to them to
complain -
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Shirley :

Just if you seen them, why you talked about it,

Ruch Ann : And we c~lked about it in the course of the conv<.'!rsation, but i t wasn't complaining or anything .
Shirl y:

Were there any male t~dchers that taught in any of
the country schools that you know of around here?

Ruth Ann : There were but , let's see, in fact I had male
teachers from when I went to school , but there
were some not to tar away when I was teaching.
Shirley :

Do you think maybe they handled their discipline
differently than you did?

Ruth Ann:

I don't know how they did it, you know , I didn't
know what they did , they didn't know what I did.

Shirley :

Did you ever have anybody that you had to spank?

Ruth Ann : Oh yeah ,
Shirley :

that just came in the course of events .

Did that slo w e verybod y down for a while, if somebody got a spanking, then was everyone really
good?

Ruth Ann: Well, I don't really think it did, I mean, I think
they knew that they had it coming to them, and
there were no hard feelings or anything about it ,
Shirley :

Did you have to give spankings very often?

Ruth Ann: No, not very often .
If I felt
and they knew they needed it .
Shirley :

like I needed to,

How much schooling did you have to have in order
to teach?

Ruth Ann : High school .
Shirley:

High school ?

Ruth Ann: You had to be a g radu ate of high school .
Shirley :

And that ' s all you eve r needed then as long as you
taught in the country school?
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Ru th Ann :

.
I don ' t know , ma y be i t wo u 1 d have b c e n , bu t I
k~pt going to school until I got my life certificate, and I had to have sixty four for it,
But,
it l would had kept teaching, I think it was two
years out of three on that fir~t grade certificate
and I don't think I would have had to get anymore,
but I just kept going.

Shirley :

But you started taking college hours just because
you wanted to get a lifetime certificate ,

Ruth Ann: And then wren I got my life I wasn't satisfied, I
kept going.
Shirley:

So how may hours did you ...

Ruth Ann: A lot of times then after that, they kept changing
the things, you know, and you had to get so many
hours within so many years to renew your certificate,
That's why I kept my life one preserved,
because you didn't, didn't say you had to take
any more on it, but these others then I got from
the state, later, well, I don't know what they was
called, you had to get your degree and stuff, you
had to keep going too.
Shirley:

So, even though you had the lifetime certificate,
you continued to take hours, but you didn't
necessarily have to once you had the lifetime
certificate?

Ruth Ann: Not so long as I taught two out of three,
Then
course I expect they would have finally got it
switched around ,
Shirley:

Did you enjoy taking classes,
helped you?

you felt

they

Ruth Ann: Oh, I kinda enjoyed taking classes.
Some were
a help.
Yes, some of them were not for that kind
of stuff either.
Shirley:

Did you have specific hours that you were required
to take then to get your degree?
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Ruth Ann : That was kind of funny.
When I went to figure out
whether I could get my B.S., I had just been hit
nd miss .
I hadn't ~ad anyone advise me or anything.
I Just took what I wanted to, and I came
out.
I didn't hive to tak~ anymor~.
I had enough
hours and they were balunc~d enough that I didn't
have to, dnd then of course, for the Master's program, they gave me an advisor and I had to take
the ones they advised.
Shirley :

So, did you go ahead and get your Master's?

Ruth Ann: Un huh.
Yeah, I thought it was kind of toolish,
but right then, they were wanting me to get my
Master's degree up htre in town, and now tley'd
just as soon that you didn't, because they have
to pay more wages .
Shirley:

I don't know, they tell you if you wanted to ~arn
more , why to go back to school and get your
Master's, but probably they're hiring you they'd
just as soon you didn't, I don't know.
What was
the usual age that a child began school?

Ruth Ann : The what?
Shirley:

About what age did the kids begin school , did they
start first grade?

Ruth Ann : About five or six .
I had five years olds , usually
six .
The state regulation was seven to sixteen or
graduate .
If you graduated at fourteen , you
didn't have to go to sixteen , but if you hadn ' t
graduated by sixteen, you had to keep going until
you were sixteen .
Shirley :

So , in other words , the ones who failed a year or
two , had to go until they were sixteen , but if
they didn't , why they could go ahead and graduate
at fourteen .

Ruth Ann : And they didn't have to start until they were
seven , but most of them started at six, some of
them at five.
Shirley :

Did most of them that started at five, did they
seem to get along all right?

Ruth Ann: They seemed to get along alright,
Darlene
Schreiber, was one of my five year olds .
She
got along real well .
It varies with children .
Shirley :

Do you think that was better, kind of leaving it
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up to the parents and stuff, about when they
started , then it is now , where they have a set
age where they have to begin?
Ruth Ann : I don't really think it made a whole lot of
ditference .
Shirley:

Did many of the children mov e
the school year?

in and out during

Ruth Ann : Not very many, but there were a few .
Like I said,
the one family that came from the big city, that
was quite a change for them . And then one little
boy, had one time, I didn't have him only a few
months.
He had been in a reform school and his
mother just almost cried thanking me for not
treating him any different than I did the others .
I didn't even think of treating him any different .
Shirley:

Did he seem different than the other kids?

Ruth Ann : No, he didn't give us any trouble, and I don't
know why he had been in the reform school either ,
unless it was stealing.
It might have been
stealing, but I don ' t know , we didn't have any
problems with him .
He was small for his age .
Shirley :

How old a kid was he?

Ruth Ann

I don ' t remember, I think he was around fourteen,
but he didn't look like he wa s only about ten, and
I didn't have him very many months .
He didn't
come until school was quite a ways over.
I don't
know what ever happened to him .
I could still see
how thankful his mother was.
She just appreciated
it so , and she almost cried when she was thanking
me .

Shirley:

So they weren't from around here, and they didn't
stay very long until they moved on?

Ruth Ann:

I don't know ,
It was when I wa s teaching down
there close to Ness , an d I don't know where they
went from there or anything .

Shirley :

What was the g r eatest distance trav eled by any
stu~ent?

Ruth Ann:

I just don' ~ know,
four miles.

Shirley :

How did most of the kids get to school?

I would say not over three or
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Ruth Ann: If they were that far , their folks brought them.
There were no buses.
Shirl• y :

Did they come on horseback~

Shirley :

In a car.
lf they rode a horse , what did they do
with their horse during the day?

Some of them rode
I was teachingtime
t:he
by
Not
Ruth Ann :
while, or drove 11 buggy
horscbllck once•in a long
the
but mo st: or them, by
or something that way,
them
.
brought
their folks
time I wa::; teaching,

Ruth Ann: They were just tied up out between the toilets ,
There was usually a place out there, by the coal
house or sooething , where they could tie them.
Shirley :

What kind of occupations did a lot of your
students take up after they got through school?

Ruth Ann : A good sh a re of them s toy e d on the fa rm .
1 don ' t
know what tht.. others did, teachers , doctors, I
don't know wh t 111.
Shirley :

Can you think of anybody that went on to be a
doctor?

Ruth Ann : (unclear)
Shirley:

But , he was your student?

Ruth Ann: Greg, you know, is a paramedic .
I'm trying to
think of where some of these kids went,
I don't
know where some of them went .
Shirley:
Ruth Ann:
Shirley :

Did any of them become famous that you know of?
I can ' t

think of any,

particularly famous ones ,

Did very many of them go on to college?

Ruth Ann : I would say , I doubt if half of th em did •
Shi rley:

About how many of them went on to high school?

Ruth Ann: Most of them.
Shirley :

Did they finish high school or just start high
school?
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Ruth Ann:

t\ow those early ones, I don ' t know whether they
finished or not, a lot of those early ones .
But
the later ones, most of them went ahead and
finished .

Shirley:

Did the students in your ~chool have
culturnl ot· heritagL' b,1ckg'roun<l?

Ruth Ann:

Not renlly.
Though that one school I taught one
year , I tnught two years, but thnt one year they
were all Catholics , and the schoolboard was all
Catholics, but it didn't make any difference .
The

on: )

Holy day,
Shirley:

t

\1

i.

i ng

wa s

that

i f

t h ey

had

particulor

c1

a

s pe c i a l

got an extra vacation .

You got an ~xtra day . \.erl.! most ot
German background around here?

them

probably

Ruth Ann : Yes, that one 1,;as -:ioi:;tly Gercian .
They were
German.
In fact, that one year that I taught,
the beginners started, that couldn 't talk
English and I couldn't talk German , but the
folks were real good about helping them out and
they helpLd them study their reading at home too ,
you know, so they'd know the words.
Sometimes
we'd have dn awful time .
Maybe then I'd think
of a German word for it, and they'd say, "Oh
yes .
I mean, I ' d think of a something like a
cabbage, and it dawned on them , they'd say the
German word fo r it and go right on .
Shirley:

So, did you pick up some Ge r man?

Ruth Ann:

I picked up quite a bit of German .
I got so I
could understand quite a bit of it, but I didn't
try saying it, because I got in trouble .
We
played "Grey Wolf" and we'd count, so much, you
know, like hide and go seek , and so they were
going to teach me to count in German ,
They just
nearly bust a laughing everytime I said "eightyeight."
I didn ' t know, I thought I said it just
exactly like they did, but they just nearly
busted laughing .
So , finally the one girl told
me, she says, ··you aren ' t saying eighty - eight ,
you're saying shit ."
No, maybe it was eight, I
guess it was just eight, so I never tried to say
eighty - eight .
But, l thought I said it just
e xa ctly like they did, so I never, I quit
counting.

Shirley :

You quit trying to learn German , huh?

-
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Ruth Ann:

But, I picked up a lot of the German words, l mean
l could understand them but , I didn ' t try talking
it after that .
I didn't try learning to count.

Shirley:

What was the dress of the students?
!
students dress?

Ruth Ann:

Bib overalls, and blue and grey shirts, you know,
for the boys, and the girls just wore print
dresses, or wool, maybe in the winter, and most of
them were pretty clean.
Some of them was kind of
dirty, and especially in the wintertime it was
colder weather.

Shirley :

It was colder and they couldn 't bathe as frequently.
Did most of them have in their homes,
did they have indoor plumbing in their homes yet?

Ruth Ann: Goodness no!
Shirley:

How did the

They had the old washtub ,

Once a bath on Saturday night?

Ruth Ann: Yes.
Shirley:

How much did it cost to educate a student?

Ruth Ann:

I don't know that either . l don't have any idea .

Shirley:

Did they have to pay any kind of tuition or was it
all paid from taxes?

Ruth Ann:

No, it was came from the state and the county, but
they didn ' t have to pay anything. They had to buy
their own books, but they didn ' t have to pay anything.

Shirley:

Like once you mentioned that they had this school
lunch program .
How much did they have to pay for
the school lunches?

Ruth Ann: A nickel.
Shirley:

A nickel,

Did you have milk with it?

Ruth Ann: Yes , the parents furnished milk ,
They took turns
furnishing milk, and like I said, if they butchered or anything, they sent fresh meat or maybe
some extra treat sometimes , and we got a few
commodities.
One time, got cabbage , I believe
it was on Friday they brought it out,
I knew we'd
never get rid of that cabbage, sol took it home
and we made kraut out of it ,
I got back to school
and then Monday, or Tuesday , someone from another
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school came .
We weren't supposed to get the cabbage, we were supposed to get rice.
But, they let
us keep the cabbage, after we had worked it up,
and we were glad, because we didn't want rice.
They said they would rather have had the rice anyway.
I don't know why .
But, we didn't try to get
all the commodities.
We just got like raisins ,
and prunes, and stuff that way, but we got that
cabbage that one time.
Shirley:

Probably ~aisins and prunes were something the
kids didn't get a lot of at home, either, right?

Ruth Ann:

No, and they liked their things raw and things
that way.
But, we didn ' t get a lot of , we didn't
try to get all the commodities.
Just a few.

Shirley:

Did you have a refrigerator to store things in?

Ruth Ann : No, we had to do everything from scratch each day,
Shirley :

Why were the different schools built?

Ruth Ann: Well , I would say it was because they thought the
kids needed the education , and the community got
together and built one , to have them go to school.
Shirley:

What were the boundaries of the school's jurisdic tion?

Ruth Ann : Well , until the next district joined.
Shirley :

Who decided the districts?

Ruth Ann:

I don ' t know whether the county did , or the state
did, or how they were decided .

Shirley :

Did those boundaries ever change ,
districts go together?

like two

Ruth Ann : Well, yes , I guess thats when they began to
consolidating that did quite a bit.
Now several
country schools closed out of Ransom and they
just called it in the Ransom district then , and
Cyrus was part of the Ransom district,
It was
under the same schoolboard even, when I was
teaching there.
Shirley:

Do you know when the last country school in Ness
county was closed?
Do you have any idea what
year?
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Ruth Ann : No , but Cyrus was one of the last .
I think there
was still one somewhere down around Bazine, but
Cyrus was one of the last ones in the Ransom district.
Shirley:

Where abouts was Cyrus locnted?
out north of Ransom?

Ruth Ann : It is the one that is close to,
down east of Virgil Simpsons .

Was that

the one

<ibo1.,t a mile on

Shirley :

It probably closed about sixty .

Ruth Ann:

lt closed in , they didn't havt. school there. because they moved me and the kids to town .

Shirley :

That was the last one in the Ransom district?

Ruth Ann:

I think it was .

Shirley :

Because I remember, like Carl Lutters ' kids, and
some of those . .•

Ruth Ann: No , that's right, they aren ' t in the Ransom
district .
I mean Bethel, Bethel was Carl Lutters '
kids .
They didn ' t come in until .. .
Shirley :

We were in p r obably the seventh grade .
I was in
seventh grade , so that would have been in about
si x ty - five , o r sixty - six .

Ruth Ann :

But, I don ' t think Bet h el .
I don ' t think it was
considered, no w I was th i nki n g Ness and the Ransom
district.

Shirley :

It was probably in Trego county?

Ruth Ann :

It was in Trego co u nty and I don ' t think it was
co n side r ed Ransom's .
It might have been , though
they might have changed t he borders .

Shirley :

Do you remember who taught out there ,
until they were closed?

Ruth Ann :

I don ' t

Shirley:

They didn't come in ~nd teach in the district?

right up

know who was teaching when they closed .

Ruth Ann : The teacher didn't .
No , because a good share of
them , had t r ouble over the boundaries .
I know,
because some of them wanted to come to Ransom and
some wanted to go to WaKeeney, and they had
trouble ove r who went where.
Then the bus line
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they went over, oh let ' s sec, it was that line two
or three miles over from the county line .
But we
had trouble .
I know some of them wanted to send
their kids one place and some somewhere else , and
then some of them did send their kids to Ransom,
and Lhcy had to pay tuition then, and thc1t was in
the grade, that'., not the rural schools .
Shirley :

So , do you know, was that left up to the state
which way they went, or did they kind of let the
people decide how they wanted to be placed and
pul in the district?

Ruth Ann : They had a vote on which one they wanted to go, so
I don't know .
I suppose it was a state thing,
probably.
But they voted which way they wanted to
go , and then if they didn't like the way the vote
went, why then, their land would be put.
Then if
they didn't like that, well, they had to pay tuition and to come over here to Ransom.
But otherwise, I don't know.
Shirley:

Was the schoolhouse used for community social
activities as well as for education?

Ruth Ann :

It was used for your election sometimes , for
primary elections.
It was used for schoolboard
meeting of course, and then those social stuff
that they had while school was going on.
But
they didn't have much use during the summer .

Shirley :

Did any of them ever have church in them on the
weekends or anything?

Ruth Ann : Not after I was teaching .
Shirley :

Probably in the beginning,

they did?

Ruth Ann : They did ,
Cyrus did I know, but I don't know
about the others did ,
I know Cyrus because the
folks was out in that neighborhood when it started
up, and then when they couldn't have church in
Cyrus, they came up to Ransom.
Shirley :

Were there some traditions maybe ,
peculia r to just your school?

Ruth Ann:

I don't know about them if there were,
didn ' t seem to be .

Shirley :

Just more or less what everybody did,

Ruth Ann: Well the,

that were

that was modern days then.

there
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Shirley:

How many schoolboard members were there?

Ruth Ann : Three.
Shirley :

Do you remember any of their names?
I

Ruth Ann: My 1ir s t o n e w3s ~lartin Schreiber .ind n o , not
Martin, Frank Schr~i.ber, Johnny Petty, and Dad.
And Dad could s.iy yes or no about hiring me.
Then, the last one over at Cyrus, it was the same
as the Rc.1nsom board .
I think Frank Landwehr, Nay
Combest,
nd Margaret Ummel, Margaret ~ishler now.
Shirley:

What sort of things was the schoolboard in charge
of?

Ruth Ann:

Hiring and firin 6 the teacher for one thing.

Shirley:

ls that basically what it was?

Ruth Ann: Well, if there was anything else, they had
meetings and things, but they had the annual
schoolboard meeting and everybody attended that
to put a new member on or re-elect the old one.
Oh , they had to see about different things, like
if somebody had a contagious disease or something ,
why they might have to stay at home.
Little
things like that .
Shirley:

There's a couple there that 1 know are still
alive, but most of the schoolboard members are
dead .

Ruth Ann:

Now Margaret Mishler is still alive , and one of
the schoolboard members over at when I taught at
Columbia, Al v in Walburg .
He lives in Wakeeney .
He was on the schoolboard over there.

Shirley:

I know Alvin ,

Ruth Ann:

Nay is dead, you know.

Shirley :

I don't remember,

Is Nay Combest?

the name is familiar.

Ruth Ann : Then Margaret's still alive and Alvin .
And I
don't know about those farther away, you know.
Shirley :

Did you have any kind of organization like the
PTA , or maybe it waBn't called the PTA then?

Ruth Ann : Yes, we were into the PTA especially there, when
I was at Cyrus, we took in, we went in to the
PTA, a monthly meeting .
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Shirley:

What kind of activities did the PTA sponsor?

Ruth Ann : Well, mostly they had their meetings and in the
different schools would have on a little program,
and things that way .
Of course, there wasn't a
great big meeting, and thL~ they usually served
refreshments afterwards,
They would vote on which
school had the most there .
Parents, there, and
things that way.
Shirley :

Can you remember any controversies surrounding
your school?

Ruth Ann:

Not really.

Shirley :

You don't ever remember ~ver . ..

Ruth Ann :

I think we were on a pretty even keel by the time
I was teaching.

Shirley :

Do you feel like the school made any lasting
contributions to the community?

Ruth Ann: Well , I don't know .
I know they hated to see
their country schools close , because it kind of
did away with that family feeling .
Shirley :

In the community school you didn ' t
family . . •

have as much

Ruth Ann :

No, there wasn ' t as much.
They ' d been, by the
time you went to the same, when you had kids in
school for eight years, or more depending on the
size of the family, well , the family felt pretty
close together .
Because they would go to those
doings toget h er .

Shirley :

Was the land that the school set on purchased or
given to the school?

Ruth Ann :

I think as a r ule, it was given by whoever owned
the land if they decided to build the schoolhouse
on, I kno w sometimes it was .
Then when they quit
having the school there , it reverted to whomever
owned the land that the schoolhouse was setting
on, that section.
You know, it was usually on the
corner of a section ,

Shirley :

About ho w much of an area did the school grounds
cover?

Ruth Ann : It didn ' t have over two or three acres I d on ' t
think , but they just usually took off the end of
a quarte r section, you know ,
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Shirley :

Just gave ic to the school district?
When the
schools wer~ closed , did the land go back to chem?

Ruth Ann: The land did .
Then the ,building and stuff was [or
them to dir,posl! of as they wanted and the land
went bc1ck to whoml!vcr owned the land then .
I know
where Cyrus was, those t\,;o ~choolhouses, that land
was Virgil Simpson's.
Shirley :

So, it went back to him.
It probably didn 't belong to Virgil at that time though ,

Ruth Ann:

~o,

Shirley :

Did it bt?long to his Dad?

Ruch Ann:

I don't think it belonged to Simpsons at all then.
I don't remember who, maybe that was Grandpa's ,
I
don't , know .
I don't know who it belonged to .
But I know that ' s the way they did, usually.
Now
I don't know what all of them was.

Shirl~y:

But that is the ones that you dealt with .
Where
did they get their funds to build the school in
the first place?

Ruth Ann:

I don ' t know that either .
that they were built .

Shirley:

But it probably was a community thing, the
families went together?

it didn't.

That was before my time

Ruth Ann : I wouldn't be surprised if it was.
Or it might
have been that the state began to meet, and to
think they needed educational help and helped out ,
I don't know .
Shirley:

If it needed painting or some sort of repair, how
did they raise money?

Ruth Ann : That came out of
taxation .

their local funds,

I suppose from

Shirley:

They didn't have some sort of fund-raising thing,
to raise money for it?

Ruth Ann:

No, they got taxes sames as schools do now, and
that ' s what they used .

Shirley:

Did the students have to pay any kind of enrollment fee?

Ruth Ann : No .
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Shirley:

Just to pay for their books?

Ruth Ann: And their tablets and pencils, and colors and
stuff that way, their books and supplies .
Shirley :

I think we covered you r salary .
Did you have
llny kind of say in ho w much you got paid?

Ruth Ann: Oh , you could put in an applic.c1tion , nnd usually
they just t old you wh at they ' d g iv e you .
Shirley:

It you didn't

lik e

that . ..

Ruth Ann: Well, you didn't have to take it ,
wa s plent y wa iting f o r the job .

because the re

Shirley:

So you really didn't have much bargaining power
to get more QOney?
Did you feel like you salary
was a pretty fair wage for that time?

Ruth Ann:

No, we didn't .
I always felt like it was about
like the average round .

Shirley :

Did you even when you quit tesching in the
seventies, did you feel like . .•

Ruth Ann: Well, it had come up so much .
My last contract
is in there .
It was thirteen thousand and some thing then , but I had taught forty - four years to
get that high.
Shirley :

Did you
and the
in, did
quately

feel like that , for your years ' experience
amount of work and everything that you put
you feel that you were being paid ade by the time you reti r ed?

, Ruth Ann: Yeah , right at that time it might have been but
there was times in between that I didn ' t think
they were exactly fair about your tenure , how many
years you had taught and stuff that way .
Because
they would just advance us up so much of a step
and I should have been clear at the top when they
began putting their steps in , and they didn't put
me there , they just put me maybe one step each
year , or ma y be two at the most till I got up to
whe r e I was supposed to be .
Shirley :

So they didn't really give you all your years
experience then on their st e ps ,

Ruth Ann : They may have had it by then , no , I think they
counted it eighteen years (unclear)
Shi r ley :

Ho w did you get your paychecks?
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Ruth Ann : When I was teaching in the country schools, 1
usually had to go to one of the board member's
places to pick it up or maybe if they had child ren in school they'd send it with them, or maybe
someone from the schoolboard would happen to be
coming by and they'd leave it .
It wasn't deposited in the bank or anything for me .
Shirley :

So one of the schoolboard members wrote out your
checks?

Ruth Ann: They all had to sign it '
ever was treasurer there
surer , and a director, I
which one I would get my

you know , so thnt, whichwas a clerk , and c'1 trt!athink .
I don't r.:!mcmbe r
check fr om .

Shirley :

1 think that kind of answers my questions , Ruth
Ann .
Do you have any other comments or anything
you want to think you want to add?

Ruth Ann:

No .

Shirley :

I su r e thank you for taking the time to talk with
me .

